GUARDS PACE CHARGE

VPI Blasters Virginia

By TOMMY SWEARD

Associated Press Editor
ROANOKE, Va. (AP) -- Virginia's three earliest points came from Trevis Mitchell III's 37 points from its starting guards, breaking the Cavaliers' second-half run and ran away from the University of Virginia, 80-64. The Cavaliers won the second half and ran away from the University of Virginia, 80-64. After Virginia had controlled most of the first half, leading by as many as 15 points, the Cavaliers scored 21 of their 40 first-half points in the first six minutes. Virginia scored three field goals in a row, and led by 19-9 at the 11:55 mark.

But pulling to within two points of Virginia Tech, which Virginia did twice, had the Cavaliers' second-half lead restored to 17 points. Virginia's first-half lead was 40-23, and a 45-39 lead.

"I guess our own press helped us get the momentum," said VPI Coach Jerry West. "After that we controlled the tempo."

Moor also credited the torrid shooting of guard Marshall Ashford for helping that second-half spurt.

Ashford finished with 11 points and Ross had 16. Each had eight in the first half. Marc Lamarre and Steve Castellano scored six and five, respectively, as Virginia as the Cavaliers' record dipped to 2-1. The victory gave Virginia a 2-1 margin in its series with UVA this year.
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